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Read the interview between a radio presenter and
Martin Johnson, Choose the correct answers A-C.
Extract from Student's Book
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flVlJ: Well, before ! started working {or the police, |'d
studied business and psycho|ogy at university, On
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it
my course we studied " body lanquage. | 2_
fascinating, especiaIly the way peopIe behave when
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they're trying to hide something or tell a lie.
So, how exactly can you tell if someone is lyin9?
N/lJ: First, you need to watch the face. A fake smile is the
first sign that something isn't right. lt means
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Kełly didn't say anything, but

Steve spends a lot of time at the airport because he
loves _
spottin9.

&

Until l started

the

_-spotting,

He trave|led

_-spotting

l

didn't realise that

there are at least ten different types. l check the sky
every time l go outside.

_-spotting

boat leaves every morning at
we
saw
them actually jumping up
Yesterday,
10 a.m.
out of the water,

The

WORD STORE 8E
C found
e a little

5

Asee
Afew

§ Watcn

C look

§ many

L mucn

A tell

§ say
B which

C speak
C what

Keep something secret or where others can't find
Show or suggest that something is probably true.
You feel this way when you think that someone
doing somethin9 wron9 or dishonest,
Communication without words th rough gestures,
posture and face, especially eyes and smile,
With all the important information.
is guiity of

_-spottin9,

a|| the way to Africa to see the pelicans and the
flamingos that live there.

§ learned
B lots o{

AWno

to do some

Chris is very keen on

Antorryms

remembered

dolphin

łf€j++ tree

My uncle and his {riends 90 : :,l ,-spotting every
Sunday. They sit by the rai|way station for hours.

C seeing

A much

that most teenagers need more

Research

B spotting

.Ą

showed

expensive bars and restaurants in London are a very
good place to start,

would be "suspicious.

A noticing

her

that she was nervous.

lf you want

they're lying?
Well, they sometimes give too much information,
A typical example is the suspect'_tells you that
he had been at home all evenin9, and then teIls you
d in detail what he'd watched on television, who he
had been with, exactly what time he'd gone to bed,
and so on. |t's unnaturalto give so much detail, and

Match the definitions to the underlined words and
phrases a-e in the text.
l
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mouth. (..,) And then there are the things people say.
Right - so what sort of things do people say when

I

when william
The teacher became
suddenly got top marks in every test.

plane
,..

No, thatt not true - in fact, if someone is lying, they
in your eyes. (,..)
often stare a little bit too 5_
p§).
So the eyes can give you a lot of information.
you a lot, But there
MJ: Yes, indeed. The eyes can ó_
are other signs that'indicate that a person is lying:
crossed arms, for example, or a hand in front of the

fulJ:

the mugging

bird car celebrity cloud

lVlJ:

$D,

The witness told the police everything. She described

Complete the hobbies, which are about watchin9
things for pleasure. Use the words from the box. There
are two extra words.

mouth up. But a rea| smile changes a person's whole
face - the eyes Iight up and the cheeks and eyebrows
rise. And 3_ lines appear around the eyes,
l've heard that if someone is lying, they can't
at you directly in your eyes? ls that true?

James tried to ,, ,l his disappointment when he wasn't
chosen to be the captain of the football team.

sleep than older adults.

somebody is trying to b hide a rea| {eeIing. lts easy
to do a fake smile - you just turn the sides of your

§g.
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antonyms

Complete the sentences with the underlined words
and phrases a-e from the text. Change the form of the
verbs if necessary.
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Can you tell us how you became involved in lie

.

it.

Choose the correct words from the box to complete
the sentences. There are five extra words.
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l S..*9 dishonest fake false fascinating
true truth
,j
l 9enuine honest Iie
Jack thinks biology is ł:ł"i.,,4.He skips the Iessons
regulariy.
one costs
lt's not a real Ro|ex watch. A
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thousands o{ pounds and I can't afford that.
people don't teIl lies, Emma. I hope you
will never lie again.
If
How do l look, Mum? Please telI the
you don't like my dress, tell me.
l heard that Aaron asked you to 90 to the cinema with

him, Wow! |s it
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